Case Study

Ultrafiltration Reduces Boiler Blowdown
at India’s Largest Paperboard Mill
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determined that their UF membranes

reduced fouling will also significantly

• Reduced chemical usage

were especially effective at handling

extend resin life.

• Reduced energy cost
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is a sensible solution, with economic
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The improved water quality results in
significantly increased heat transfer
efficiency and lower fuel consumption,

• Minimized operator involvement
• Efficient handling of feed water
quality upsets
Robust Fiber
• Robust PES fibers
• Reduced fiber breakage
• Wide range of pH cleaning—
1.5 to 13

our future expansion of the plant.”
Product Overview

less carbon emission and a more than

In 2011, KMS launched the TARGA™

two-thirds reduction in the volume of

II system, which offers cost effective,

treated boiler water that is wasted dur-

safe, high quality water for a variety of
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The TARGA II System

industries requiring consistent, high
The Treatment Plant
Prior to installing the UF system, fouling of the cation and anion exchange

quality water as a part of the overall
water treatment system in the facility.
The TARGA II system features several

resin beds continually diminished per-

significant advantages:

formance and necessitated monthly

Optimal System Design

cleanings, which resulted in the costly

• Smaller footprint

shutdown of the demineralization pro-

• Easily expandable

cess and the entire boiler operation.

• Reduced capital costs

The installation of the ultrafiltration

Proven 4-log Virus Removal

process upstream of the demineralization system has dramatically reduced
resin fouling, which has improved
resin performance and completely
eliminated the need for resin cleaning

• Fiber ideally suited to meet stringent
regulations
• Prevents contaminant breakthrough
• Cost-effective compliance for
drinking water treatment
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